
 
 
 

‘Blessed Are We’ 
-by Rich Butnotfamous 

 
How lucky are we to have pain?  

 
What a gift is death that we may forget a lifetime!  

 
Humans have found their way back home?  

 
Twice across that turgid river?  

 
Folly!  

 
What is more important, the person or the stone?  

 
Another trick, loaded question,  

Fired off with delusions of wisdom.  
 

'Culture is not your friend',  
A borrowed sentiment,  

Though these weather warning words, 
I speak with love.  

 
When the I ebbs low,  

When the hurricane rips men from children,  
When the volcano sweeps away all endeavour,  
There you will find Gaia a child in the sand pit,  

Unbeknownst her thrashing toddler play mirrors human suffering,  
Wiping the slate clean, 

Then smashing it. 
 

This oasis in seas of chaos,  
This planet coalescing from sunshine...  

 
Nothing's wrong...  

 
I find that a welcoming thought,  

The joy of genocide, 
And torturer's wry smile, 

As humanity's legs she picks apart slowly, 
Then melts the helpless body, 

With a magnifying glass.  
 

Would I die that all may live?  
 

No... 
 

Would I die that all may die?  
 

Certainly.  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wake up and realise you are everything,  
See from all ears,  

Hear with all eyes,  
Smell sulphur and roses and manure,  

Feel every blade and bullet, 
Plunged into the mirror.  

 
Too much for most.  

 
But I'll try anyway.  

 
I've always been a sponge,  

Wet clay never fired,  
Resoaked, 
Unstoked, 

Agony in meeting the new, 
 Occasionally forgetting to shed old skin,  

Though scarred with each jab at the snooze button.  
 

When I'm mindful I can always hear them sing,  
Such frequency beyond the cusp of your hearing perhaps... 

 
Speaking such cryptic, 

Lyric,  
If I appear to you pretentious I offer it is solely your projection of pretence.  

 
Listen once and miss the point,  

Listen a thousand times and anoint, 
Yourself a sage,  

But listen one more time and a word, 
Heard, 

Different rotates this Rubix cube illusion once again. 
 

Unfolding a torus, 
That you let your ego be torn, 

Wide open and admit you are nothing! 
 

And everything. 


